SD=8.694) was included in both groups, therefore less visible than cases 1 and 2. Based on the results, biomotion and pseudo-biomotion configurations of retroreflective visibility aids are significantly more visible than both control and non-biomotion configurations. X-axis coordinates were more significant due to the nature of scanning roads at night from the perspective of a driver (Sodhi et al., 2002) . This confirms that the knee-and-ankle biomotion configuration, as well as the newly introduced pseudo-biomotion configuration, are significantly more visible than a vest configuration or all black-clothing. From the survey, the major results indicated that more than 80% of participants expressed concern about adoptability, to what extent aesthetics should factor into their choice for adoption of visibility aids.
Conclusion. This research has the potential to benefit both drivers and nighttime bicyclists through a better understanding of how biomotion can increase visibility, as well as further inform clothing designers on how to incorporate biomotion to increase bicyclist visibility. The results are expected to guide applications of biomotion into clothing design in the development process. The next stage of this research is to design retroreflective-biomotion bicyclist clothing that incorporate the findings and evaluate the prototypes through surveys and user-tests.
